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CT logging required by chrome for all sites starting October 2017!
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Security

How can a monitor still check the log?

Knowledge of number of entries per domain owner reveals extra certificates

Why can’t a malicious site or CA reuse an existing redacted SCT?

Binding property of commitment
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Are these numbers really from the log?
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Performance Numbers

**Online Costs**
- Proof Size: 333 kB
- Time to generate: 5.0 seconds
- Time to verify: 2.3 seconds

**Offline Costs (storage)**
- Growth of log entry: 480 bytes
- Growth of SCT: 160 bytes
- Revocation notice size: 32 bytes
Summary

- CT is an exciting new feature of our web infrastructure
- Transparency raises new privacy concerns
- Work on privacy-preserving solutions to two issues:
  - Compatibility between CT and need for private domain names
  - Reporting CT log misbehavior without revealing private information